Cityan Lands Record Bass

By CUTLY MURR

A city that has been home to many fish, Missour agreement for early retirement can be traced back to at least 1971 when
Cityan's fishing record was set.

The addition of water quality improvements to the lake and the restriction of fishing in specific areas has
resulted in a significant increase in the number of trophy fish caught in Cityan.

Space Science Head Resigns

By ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIDEN: Dr. W. W. Johnson has resigned as the director of the Space Science Administration at the University of Texas.

Johnson was recently appointed to the position after serving as dean of the College of Engineering.

U.S. Plans Entire State of Georgia Over School Bias

By ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON: The Department of Education has announced plans for a comprehensive review of school bias in Georgia.

The review, which will be conducted by a team of experts, aims to address issues such as discrimination, disparity, and inequity in the state's educational system.

Sued Over Bias

By ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON: The Department of Education has filed a lawsuit against the state of Georgia for alleged violations of the Civil Rights Act.

The lawsuit alleges that Georgia has failed to provide equal educational opportunities for all students, particularly those from minority backgrounds.

Maddox Calls Case 'Criminal'

By ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON: Governor George W. Maddox has termed the case of the State of Georgia v. Ted Cates as a criminal and has called for a full review of the state's education policies.

The case involves allegations of bias in the state's educational system, and Maddox has said that the state must take immediate action to ensure equal opportunities for all students.

New School Appeal Set

By ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON: The Department of Education has set a hearing for the appeal of the case of the State of Georgia v. Ted Cates.

The hearing will take place in the next two weeks, and it will provide an opportunity for the parties to present their arguments and evidence.

Just Four Weeks

By ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON: The Department of Education has set a hearing for the appeal of the case of the State of Georgia v. Ted Cates.

The hearing will take place in the next two weeks, and it will provide an opportunity for the parties to present their arguments and evidence.

Stop Trash Complaints, Smith Told

By ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON: The Department of Education has issued a statement urging the state of Georgia to take immediate action to address concerns about trash disposal.

The statement calls for a comprehensive review of the state's waste management policies and practices.

Bums Moving to Hill

By STEVE BECK

A homeless encampment has been discovered on a hillside near the Capitol. The encampment, which has been growing in size, is raising concerns among local residents.

The Department of Housing has been working to find a permanent solution for the homeless individuals living on the hillside.
Miss Kopechne's Parents Talk

Do Right, Nixon Told By Wallace

Nixon Endorsed Tax Reforms

Pope Meets African Leaders

Air Fare Increase Sought

New Government Plan Fails

Thailand To Pull Troops

2,700 Tanks Pulled Out

W. V. Douglas Funeral Set for Monday

Zoo's Swap Shop Ready

Montgomery Ward COLOR T.V. SALE

SAVE $80

Engineering miracle! Airline® "service-guard" COLOR TV

$399

Last Rites Today For C. O. Burnside

Democrats Get Goddesses Back

Charges Filed In Quake Deaths

STARLITE CRUSADE

HEAR JOHN BRAGNO
DYNAMIC PASTOR OF FASTEST GROWING CHURCH IN SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION

AUGUST 17
8:00 EACH NITE
MUSIC BY THE STALNECKER TEAM
STARTS THIS SUNDAY

WEATHER WORD

Gas Prices Could Rise, Oilmen Say

Washington (UPI) — Oilmen Travi and Travi today predicted that gas prices would rise in the next few months due to increased demand and supply challenges. The outlook was cloudy as Travi and Travi pointed out the importance of conservation and efficient energy use to offset potential price hikes. The situation was further exacerbated by geopolitical tensions and major oil-producing countries, who had recently made decisions affecting global supply. The combination of these factors, according to Travi and Travi, was expected to impact the market, leading to higher gas prices in the days to come.
FAREWELL SUMMER SHOW & SALE!

All good things must come to an end, and now Evans Annual Summer Show & Sale is making a Spectacular Exit! This sale has been a outstanding success, but there is still a wide selection from which to choose. Now Evans makes way for even greater Evans. Of course, we're back with free offerings, $ave & Save, free demonstrations, and even more new merchandise at bargain prices. Who is this really a gigantic event! Because every piece of merchandise has already been Show & Sale priced, and now has taken a second dip for 10% Off of 20% Off all the sale price. In other words, all merchandise has been on a sale priced twice for everyone. So if you haven't browsed around our store for your own special sale, do so now while the merchandise lasts.

10% to 30% Off on Every Display Sample Sofa, Chair, Bedroom, Dinette, Dining-Room, Carpet or Bedding, Appliances, T.V. or Stereo!

EVANS Home Furnishings

800 SOUTHWESTERN • OPEN WEEKDAYS 9 TO 9

CE 2-2461 • CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS • FREE PARKING • SUNDAYS 1 TO 7

JETS CHECK ALL-STAR RALLY

Cook Sparkles In 26-24 Loss

Moody Wins Junior Title

North Gridders Pick Up Pace

Three-Run Ninth Lifts 89ers, 5-2

Thomas On Probation

Tulsan Grabs Feature
Shepherd Mall
Penneys
ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY

Shop 6 Big Nights Until 9 p.m.
Men Be Here When The Doors Open ...
For Great Savings

Clearance!
Tropical Weight Mens Suits
3 for $100
These are suits tailored exactly the way we want them to suit the Penney customer. It's a rare opportunity to find mens suits for this reasonable price. All in cool, crisp lightweight blends of damask polyester/cotton. Colors, patterns and styles abound. Sizes ranges 36 to 48.

FREE ALTERATIONS

Clearance!
Men's Sport Duos ....

21.88
Solid color shirts pick up the ground color of the plaid or check pattern. Trousers match perfectly. A perfect match. And, both shirt and tucker are Poly-Point. One wash can wash and launder dry 2 to 3 dozen times. Styles in Damask polyester/cotton.

LIKE IT . . . CHARGE IT!

OVER 250 TO CHOOSE FROM

Clearance! Mens
Sport Coats ....

NOW 15.88
Lightweight two button plaid Damask polyester/cotton sport coat comes in tones of blue, brown, or olive. Sizes 38 to 48. In regular and long. Coats is Poly-Point *. that means no linting, dry cleaning, or wrinkles! Any guy looks good when he's wearing ourTowne's* good, husky sport coat.

LIKE IT . . . CHARGE IT!

Mens Walking Shorts
2 for $5
Summer's favorite blend for sporty comfort, easy wear cotton/polyester. Walk shorts in medium solids and a few plaids. Unreviewed good, great for everyday styling. Save 50% on Poly-Point. Choose in waist widths. Sizes 30 to 40.

Men's Casual Slacks

$3.99
Easy-care slacks of Damask polyester/cotton blend. Sizes 30 to 40. Mix and match the dress; ready to wear.

LIKE IT . . . CHARGE IT!

PENNEY'S SHEPHERD MALL... your complete "one-stop" department store